What is the average number of coin tosses needed before a particular sequence of heads and tails first turns up? This problem is solved in our paper, starting with doubles, a tail, followed by a head, turns up on average after only four tosses, while six tosses are needed for two successive heads. The method is extended to encompass the triples head-tail-tail and head-head-tail, but headtail-head and head-head-head are surprisingly more recalcitrant. However, the general case is finally solved by using a new algorithm, even for relatively long strings. It is shown that the average number of tosses is always an even integer.
Do heads like tails?
The classic example of the gambler's fallacy in coin tossing is that a long run of heads is more likely to be succeeded by a tail than by yet another head. A variant is as follows. A gambler must make a stake of 5 euros. He can decide whether to bet on a head-head, or a tail-head outcome. In the first case the gambler wins n euros if n tosses are made until two successive heads first appear, and in the second case he wins n = 3, the number of configurations lacking 01 is four, and for n = 4 it is five. Table 1 enables one to see at a glance why, for general n, the number of configurations that do not contain 01 is n + 1. For to progress from n to n + 1 one can add a 0 to the right of each n-sequence without creating 01, and one can also add a 1 to the right of the How many different sequences of length n are there, such that the (m−1)st and mth positions are occupied by 01, and such that the first m − 2 positions do not contain the sequence 01? We have just deduced that there will be (m − 2) + 1 = m − 1 such sequences in a string of length m − 2. There are n − m positions after the 01, and it is not important if 01 recurs, so there are 2 n−m distinct sequences here. Therefore the total number we are seeking is (m − 1) 2 n−m . Since the total number of distinct sequences is 2 n , we must normalize by this to obtain the probability, p m , that 01 first occurs in the (m − 1)st and mth positions respectively:
It is now straightforward to compute the average value of m, namely
In the long run a tail, followed by a head, will come up after 4 tosses, so if our gambler were to put down his stake of 5 euros on the tail-head option, he would lose an average of one euro per game.
What difference does it make if we now require that a head comes up in the (m−1)st toss, followed immediately by another head in the mth toss? What is the probability that the (m − 1)st and mth positions in a string of zeroes and ones are occupied for the first time by the sequence 11? We consider now the number of all the distinct configurations in which the sequence 11 is absent. If n = 1, with possibilities, 0 or 1, the sequence 11 is absent. For two tosses, n = 2, three of the four configurations are not 11. For n = 3, the number of configurations lacking 11 is five, and for n = 4 it is eight. These configurations are shown in Table 2 , and evidently this array is quite different from that in Table 1 . This pattern yields a Fibonacci sequence, which is defined by the recursion Table 2 . Indeed, they are the sequences of m − 3 bits that lack 11, augmented by a 0 at the right end.
The total number of states in a sequence of n bits that have 11 for the first time in the (m − 1)st and mth positions is therefore F m−1 2 n−m . On normalizing this we obtain the probability, p m (11), that 11 first occurs in the (m − 1)st and mth positions respectively:
The average value of m is therefore
The above sum was evaluated from the definition of Fibonacci numbers. In the long run a head, followed by another head, will come up after 6 tosses, so if our gambler were to put down his stake of 5 euros on the head-head option, he would gain an average of one euro per game.
Recursive solution
We now repeat the above calculations of N 01 and N 11 with a notation that leads directly to recursion relations. The new method will then be generalized to sequences Consider first 01, and define M m (01; j) to be the number of different strings of length m, such that 01 does not occur, and such that the rightmost bit is j (j = 0 or strings ending in 100 is
so the average value of m is 
Finally, the number of strings ending in 110 is
From Eq.(9) we see that this is the same formula as the one we derived for the triple 100, so we also find N 110 = 8.
The above method turns out to be inadequate for the calculation of N 101 and N 111 : an analogous treatment would involve more complicated numbers than those of Fibonacci, and so in the following section we examine a novel approach that turns out to be rather simpler.
All averages are even integers
An interesting feature of the average numbers, 4, 6 and 8 that we have calculated so far is that they are integral. The number of tosses in any one game is of course an integer; but why should their average be a whole number too? In this section we shall demonstrate that the average number of tosses needed before a given string,
comes up for the first time is in general an integer, and moreover an even integer.
Consider first a string of length n,
that does not contain T m as a substring; and let σ n be the number of such strings. A string of length m + n that contains T m just once, right at the end, has the form
Let τ m+n be the number of such strings of length m + n that terminate with T m , but which do not contain any other instance of T m .
To make a string of the type S n from S n−1 one can add either s n = 0 or s n = 1 at the end, and thus there will often be twice as many strings of the type S n as of the type S n−1 . However, if the addition of 0 or 1 to a string S n−1 results in the completion of the string T m , the new string should not be counted as one of the tally σ n , but rather as one of the tally τ n , since it has become a string of length n, of which the last m bits constitute T m . Thus
If m = 1, σ 1 = 1 and τ 1 = 1, but if m ≥ 2, σ 1 = 2 and τ 1 = 0, so in all cases (17) is true for n = 1 if we formally define σ 0 = 1. With this understanding, (17) is valid for n = 1, 2, 3 . . .
By iteration we find from Eq.(17) that
Since one cannot obtain T m with only m − 1 bits, σ m−1 is equal to the total number of strings of length m − 1, namely 2 m−1 , and thus
where in the last step we have used the identity ∞ j=m τ j /2 j = 1, which is proved in the Appendix -Eq.(30).
Dividing both sides of Eq.(18) by 2 n and summing, we find
On changing the order of the summations, we can rewrite the right-hand side in the
This is the average value of the lengths of the strings that terminate in T m , for τ j is the number of them with length j, while 2 −j is their probabilistic weight. The lower limit of the summation on the right-hand side has been changed to j = m, since τ j = 0 for j < m. In the notation of the previous sections, the sum (20) is N Tm , so Eq. (19) becomes
where we recall that σ 0 = 1.
Let us first consider the case in which t 1 = 1 and t j = 0 for 2 ≤ j ≤ m, so the string of length m has the form
A string of length m + n that contains T m just once, right at the end, has the form
The number of strings (22) is equal to the number of strings (15), there being only one way to make a string S n T m from a string S n , namely by adding T m to its end, so
On substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (21), we obtain
where Eq.(30) has been used.
The next case we shall treat is that in which t 1 = 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, so the string of length m contains only ones:
Consider the string of length m + n of the form
The number of such strings is equal to the number of strings (S n ), but this is not now equal to τ m+n , since some of the strings S n will end in 01, and when T m is appended to those strings, they will belong to the tally τ m+n−1 . Similarly, some of the strings S n will end in 011, and when T m is appended to those strings, they will belong to the tally τ m+n−2 , and so on, up to the strings S n that end in zero, followed by m − 1 ones.
When T m is appended to these strings, they will belong to the tally τ n+1 . So instead of Eq.(23), we have in the present case
Substituting Eq.(25) into Eq.(21), we now find
where Eq.(30) has again been used. 
where always c m = 1, but where some of the other coefficients c j may be zero, the others being equal to one. In this general case we find
once more with use of Eq.(30). This expression shows that N Tm is always an even integer, being the sum of positive integral powers of two. The coefficient c j is equal to zero if the string (S n T m ), truncated at order n + j, does not contain T m for its last m bits; otherwise it is equal to one. For a given m, the following inequalities hold: we obtain a string (S n T 5 ) = (s 1 s 2 . . . s n 10101) ,
and the number of such strings is the same as the number of strings of the type S n , namely σ n . However, the strings (28) encompass not only those of length 5 + n that terminate with T 10101 , but also strings of length 5 + n − 2 = 3 + n, for which the first 10 of 10101 belongs to S n , i.e. strings of the sort (s 1 s 2 . . . s n−2 1010101) .
Similarly, (28) also includes strings of length 5 + n − 4 = 1 + n for which the first 1010 of 10101 belongs to S n . No such string could have terminated at order 4 + n, since the first four bits of 10101, namely 1010, are not consistent with the last four bits of the required termination; namely 0101. That is, (s 1 s 2 . . . s n−1 s n 10101) , cannot belong to the tally τ n+4 , irrespective of whether s n is 0 or 1, so it must be part of the tally τ n+5 . For a similar reason, no such string could have terminated at order 2 + n, since the (2 + n)th bit would be 0, whereas the last bit of the termination should be 1. So we obtain σ n = τ n+1 + τ n+3 + τ n+5 ,
